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Three days earlier on the final Saturday of 

the campaign an across the card treble at 
Fontwell and Kempton had taken his tally of 
winners to a personal best of 36 at an 
impressive strike rate of 29%. 

Singleminded, ambitious and increasingly 
successful Anthony ended the campaign in 
24th place in the trainers’ table with his 
horses earning £412,749 for their owners. 

There was so much for the yard to 
celebrate including a second win in a 
£100,000 chase at Ascot by the hardy 
veteran Regal Encore who was in ripe form 
at home ahead of his annual challenge in the 
Grand National until the race was one of so 
many to be lost. 

A plot long in the planning paid rich 
dividends as the ex pointtopointer Jepeck 
landed a notable victory in the £100,000 
veterans’ chase at Sandown. 

Sam Brown, talented but fragile, returned 
from a break of 750 days with a stunningly 
easy first triumph over fences in the mud at 
Lingfield and followed up eleven days later 
in a Grade 2 novice chase at Haydock. 

While he didn’t do himself justice at Ascot 
next time a tilt at the Welsh National could 

be on the cards for Sam Brown who shapes 
like a high class chaser when conditions are 
in his favour. 

Don Lami was another to shine on his 
chasing debut after a long lay off and Acey 
Milan showed he was fully recovered from a 
kissing spine by finishing second in a 
£100,000 handicap hurdle at Haydock. 

Hopefully he can progress again over 
fences following some pleasing schooling 
sessions in the Spring. 

‘Hell of an engine’ 
Anthony has a rare sureness of touch  

with his team of young bumper horses, many 
of them fillies. Coquelicot, bought in France 
as a yearling, landed three bumpers in a row 
culminating in a Listed win at Kempton in 
March. 

She has already schooled like a natural 
over hurdles at home and is being prepared 
this season for a tilt at the mares’ novice 
hurdle at the Cheltenham Festival. 

“She has the pedigree, stays well, has a hell 
of an engine and we will work back from 
Cheltenham until she proves otherwise”, says 
the trainer who clearly has great faith in her. 

Another of his favourites Duhallow 
Gesture has been sold to go to stud after 

Anthony’s horses were in rampant form when the jumps season 
was brought to an abrupt halt in March by a nationwide 
lockdown. 

by Jonathan Powell

Season halted by lockdown, 
but highest tally reached
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SEASON                 WINS           RUNS             %      2ND    3RD    4TH       TOTAL EARNINGS 

201920           36        126       29      15    11      8            £412,750 

201819           15           96       15      16    17      6            £198,472 

201718           34        162       21      28    18    17            £427,333 

201617           32        143       22      19    23    16            £289,483 

201516           28        170       16      27    20    13            £212,801

Statistics for the last five NH seasonsTEAM HONEYBALL 

Assistant Trainer  
Rachael Honeyball 

Head Lass  
Lisa Sharpe 

Travelling Head Lad  
Joss Parker 

Secretaries 
Lucy Blackburn and Sophie Fooks 

Conditional Jockeys             
Rex Dingle and Ben Godfrey 

Farrier 
Nick Heath 

Vet 
Graham Fowke from Cotts Equine Vets 
Peter Aitken from Dorset Equine Vets

Team                                        
Faizan Ali, Ellese Ankers, Sarah Every, Dawn Holley, 
Jamshaid Iqbal, Sam Kennard, Mike Legg, Kayleigh 
Mccammon, Sarah Meer, Aimee Parker, Fred Ransford, 
Gemma Sharpe, Holly Short, Katherine Slater, Caity Smith, 
Orla de Wolf
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Ben wins on Duhallow Gesture beating Rex into second place on Harry Fry’s Misty Whisky
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winning four races, the last of them in March. 
Anthony has assembled another highly 

promising crop of fillies and mares including 
Midnight Callisto, who could also have 
Cheltenham on her agenda, Windswept Girl, 
and You Caught My Eye. 

A serious neck injury forced the yard’s 
conditional Rex Dingle onto the sidelines for 
many months in 2019 and it was good to see 
him bounce back with a rewarding season 
that yielded his first Cheltenham Festival 
success on Indefatigable in the Martin Pipe 
Hurdle. Rex then enjoyed a double the next 
day. 

Ben Godfrey, who claims a valuable 7lbs, 
started to make his mark, too, and can 

expect more opportunities this time round. 
Anthony and his wife Rachael spent much 

of the lockdown improving the facilities at 
Potwell and adding more boxes to 
accommodate a team of almost 50 horses. 

Projects under way include a new  
barn with fifteen stables, an office and 
owners room. 

Further ahead they are already hoping 
they will get the chance to train the first 
offspring of two mares who shone in their 
care. Ms Parfois has a colt foal by Getaway 
while Cresswell Breeze produced a colt  
foal by Telescope in April. Talk about long 
term planning.

Regal Encore with Rachael after his win in the £100,000 Silver Cup Handicap Chase at Ascot in December
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ACEY MILAN (IRE) 
2014 b.g. by Milan ex Strong Wishes (Strong Gale) 

Owners For Owners: Acey Milan 

FORM 82268- OR 130H 

Four wins from 14 starts including two Listed bumper wins, as well as 4th in the Grade 1 
Champion bumper at the Cheltenham Festival. He didn’t build on his bumper form but 
he still won his novice hurdle and has been placed in £20,000, £50,000 and £100,000 
handicap hurdles, including when 2nd in the Grade 3 £100,000 stayers’ handicap at 
Haydock leading until 50 yards from the line! We schooled him over fences in the spring 
and he’ll go chasing this season. He’s athletic, has ability and goes on any ground so we 
hope he can end up in Listed/Graded novice chases.

AVOIR DE SOINS (IRE) 
2014 ch.g. by Flemensfirth ex Garranlee Maree (Presenting) 

Richard and Shirl Smith 

FORM 007P- OR 91H  

A lovely, good sized, robust son of Flemensfirth, he’s been incredibly frustrating to this 
point with a whole host of issues along the way. Credit goes to his owners, Richard and 
Shirl Smith, as they have been very patient with him and us! The positive is that he’s got a 
very workable handicap mark for the season ahead and we have a clear plan to head 
straight over fences and finally be able to see what he is made of.

BELLE DE MANECH (FR) 
2016 gr.f. by Vision D’Etat ex Noor Forever (Highest Honor) 

Mr M R Chapman 

FORM 1627-  

A quality, well put together filly, who won a bumper on her debut. She then ran a solid 
6th at Cheltenham in a Listed event followed by a very good 2nd at Ascot. You can put a 
line through her last run; she’d gone over the top by then and got uncharacteristically 
wound up in the prelims. We're very much looking forward to her going over hurdles and 
I expect her to make her mark.

BLEUE AWAY (IRE) 
2014 b.m. by Getaway ex Majorite Bleue (Bonbon Rose) 

Potwell Racing Syndicate 1 

FORM 5-  

Winner of a point to point bumper and maiden prior to us buying her. On her yard and 
rules debut she went on to finish 5th in a bumper, showing up very well for a long way 
before weakening late on. Unfortunately an injury curtailed her season so we will be 
resuming in a mares maiden hurdle as she jumps superbly. She ought to be making her 
mark over hurdles and could also jump a fence one day.
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CALL ME CRACKER (GB) 
2016 b.f. by Black Sam Bellamy ex Cream Cracker (Sir Harry Lewis) 

Mr T C Frost 

Full sister to Grade 2 chase winner Sam Brown, she was broken in at 2yrs and has returned 
to us twice since then for more education. We now plan to have her ready for a bumper 
in November and hope she’ll be very exciting in that sphere before switching to hurdles.

CAPTAIN CLAUDE (IRE) 
2017 b.g. by Soldier Of Fortune ex Princess Supreme (Supreme Leader) 

Decimus Racing V 

A youngster that we broke in, cantered and schooled in the summer. We’ll be aiming  
to run him in bumpers from January onwards. He’s got two winning half brothers  
rated around the 130’s and is by the decent sire Soldier Of Fortune; so has plenty going  
for him.

BOB BACKUS (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Milan ex Boro Bee (Bob Back) 

Decimus Racing IV  

He is by Milan, out of a Bob Back mare, which is a good combination. He’s been a little 
backward and weak to this point and it's taking time to fill his frame but I’m now  
hopeful we can get on the front foot and produce him for a bumper or maiden hurdle 
this autumn. He’s schooled well over fences so we have plenty of options with him in  
the future.

COQUELICOT (FR) 
2016 b.f. by Soldier Of Fortune ex Moscow Nights (Peintre Celebre) 

Geegeez.co.uk PA 

FORM 22111-  

Ran in five bumpers last season, 2nd in her first two starts, then three wins in a row, 
culminating in a Listed triumph at Kempton last time out. She's a smart filly who is half 
sister to an Ebor winner and placed Melbourne Cup horse. She will head over hurdles now 
and I hope she’ll work her way to somewhere near the top of the mares division in this 
sphere too.

6 office@ajhoneyballracing.co.uk
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Coquelicot ridden out to win the Listed EBF Mares’ Bumper Final at Kempton by Rex

DEJA VUE (IRE) 
2014 b.m. by Fame And Glory ex Westgrove Berry (Presenting) 

Axom LXXVI 

FORM 321153P- OR 132H  

She’s had two easy wins and two solid placed efforts from her six runs last season, reaching 
a peak rating of 135. At the end of last season she schooled really well over fences, so we're 
very excited to be sending her chasing this season, particularly in the mares only division. 
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DON LAMI (FR) 
2013 ch.g. by Honolulu ex Toutamie (Epalo) 

Les Amis De Don 

FORM 1-                                                                                                                                   OR 122C 120H 

Winner of a National Hunt bumper, hurdle, chase and an Irish point to point. Won or been 
placed in all starts except one. With a stop start career it was to his credit he came back 
from a 550-day absence to win on chase debut at Taunton in a competitive  
13-runner novices’ handicap chase. We then had another setback and that was his only 
start of the season. He’s only been nudged up 2lbs so he should be a force in 3 mile 
handicap chases this term. We hope he’ll then earn a shot at more valuable handicaps 
through the season.

8 office@ajhoneyballracing.co.uk

Don Lami taking the last in fine style to win at Taunton under Dave Noonan
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DREAMING BLUE (GB) 
2017 b.g. by Showcasing ex Got To Dream (Duke Of Marmalade) 

Mr R W Devlin OR 72F 

He is out of a winning mare on the flat who is half-sister to Lady of Dubai (Listed winner 
and third in the Group 1 Oaks). Dreaming Blue has been gradually progressing as he’s 
stepped up in distance on the flat, and he won last time out at Wolverhampton. We have 
since bought him for juvenile hurdling, although he still looks like he has more to offer on 
the flat, so that option is still very much open.

EMZARA (IRE) 
2016 b.f by Califet ex Strike An Arc (Shernazar) 

Hancock, Rowe and Wright 

Her dam won twice including a 22-runner bumper at Naas and a maiden on the flat. As 
well as that, her half sister has recently won twice on the flat over 1m4f and 1m6f.  
She looks the perfect type to do well in bumpers and will hopefully make her debut  
this autumn. 

FANFARON DINO (FR) 
2015 gr.g. by Dr Dino ex Kadjara (Silver Rainbow) 

Mr John P Macmanus 

FORM 290-  

Half brother to the Champion Hurdle winner Epatante no less! He was pleasing us at home 
and duly ran a solid race on his debut bumper finishing 2nd to a very decent horse called 
Easy As That who went on to win his next bumper by 13 lengths. Still a big weak horse 
and needed his first two subsequent starts over hurdles so only minor promise from those 
but he should be better for another Summer break and will mature into a decent horse. 

FIRESTREAM (IRE) 
2017 b.g. by Yeats ex Swincombe Flame (Exit To Nowhere) 

Buckingham, Chapman, Langford & Ritzema 

This gelding is out of a very useful race mare who won the prestigious Lanzarote Hurdle, a 
Listed bumper and placed in graded company including when 3rd behind Quevega at the 
Cheltenham Festival. He is also full brother to the very useful listed and graded winner 
Master Debonair so there’s plenty to get excited about with this young horse on paper! 
He’s been broken in and will be prepared for a spring bumper.
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GLORIOUS ISOLATION (IRE) 
2016 b.f. by Fame And Glory ex Stay At Home Mum (Presenting) 

Mr M W Pendarves 

Her brother won an Irish point to point and fetched £150,000 and he’s since been placed 
twice in novice hurdles whilst currently rated 125. Her dam is sister to four winners 
including Voler de Vedette (161 rated and won a Grade 1), and Hennessy (137 rated and 
Bet365 Gold Cup winner). She shaped really nicely towards the end of last season and 
jumped at home particularly well, I suspect we will start her off in a bumper this autumn 
and she’ll have no issues switching to hurdles at some point.

GUSTAVIAN (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Mahler ex Grange Oscar (Oscar) 

Decimus Racing I 

FORM 2212- OR 120H  

Second in his first two bumpers and a winner on his debut over hurdles at Exeter, he can 
be quite keen in his races but is undoubtedly very talented. He will now be stepping in to 
handicap company off 120 and if he learns to settle he’ll be very competitive in some 
decent races this season. Copes with deep winter ground and probably stays up to 3 miles.

HIDEAWAY VIC (IRE) 
2013 b.g. by Stowaway ex Callin Vic Mo Cri (Old Vic) 

Michael & Angela Bone 

FORM 223- OR 120H  

Eight runs to date with one win and placed seven times. He did prove a little frustrating in 
his last two starts so we have decided this season will be all about chasing. He’s 7yrs old 
and built for fences so we are really looking forward to his chase debut. He copes with 
heavy ground well so we ought to be able to find him winning opportunities through the 
Winter and he’ll hopefully progress to some valuable handicaps.

10 office@ajhoneyballracing.co.uk

GABRIEL’S GETAWAY (IRE) 
2017 b.g. by Getaway ex Chosen Destiny (Well Chosen) 

Mr M R Chapman 

A youngster by Getaway and his dam is sister to decent winners Burtons Well and  
Burton Point – the latter was 2nd in the RSA Novices’ Chase at the Cheltenham Festival 
and 4th in the Gold Cup itself. A lovely young horse who was broken in and schooled  
in the spring and then turned away. The plan is to aim him for bumpers at the turn of  
the year.
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Gustavian with Aiden Coleman on board being led in by Head Lass Lisa after. his win at Exeter

HOWLINGMADMURDOCK (IRE) 
2017 b.g. by Soldier Of Fortune ex Bell Storm (Glacial Storm) 

The Soldiers Of Fortune 

He was a purchase from the Tattersalls Derby store sales in August, is by a progressive sire, 
and is half brother to the potentially top class Easy As That. His dam is sister to the top 
class Time For Rupert and decent black type performer Minella Fair. He will be prepared 
for bumpers in the spring.
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KID COMMANDO (GB) 
2014 b.g. by Robin Des Champs ex Banjaxed Girl (King’s Theatre) 

Chapman, Hanger, Kingston and Langford 

FORM 12513- OR 136H  

A very impressive winner of his bumper first time out and when winning his maiden hurdle. 
He went on to finish 3rd in the Grade 2 Dovecote Novice Hurdle at Kempton. That effort 
was his last start of the season, round a sharp track over a trip at least half a mile short of 
his optimum distance so we are really excited about unleashing him in a handicap hurdle. 
This will be 2m4f plus, sometime in October (a race at Chepstow currently in mind). He is 
a point to point winner so should take to fences well when we want him to.

KAYF SERA SERA (GB) 
2015 b.m. by Kayf Tara ex Fernello (Presenting) 

Kingswood Stud Ltd (Hants) 

FORM 480-  

Her dam is a sister to the very decent winning chaser Cogry. She was very green on debut 
in a bumper at Taunton but a much better effort when coming 4th out of 12 on heavy 
ground in her second bumper. We then elected to kick on over hurdles and again it’s taking 
time for the penny to drop. She’s a very straightforward workmanlike sort, so once she gets 
the hang of things I’m sure she’ll be winning over hurdles this season.

JEPECK (IRE) 
2009 b.g. by Westerner ex Jenny’s Jewel (Be My Native) 

Mr J Pike 

FORM 121144- OR 137C 138H  

Since joining us he has improved from 110 to 139 winning four of his nine races. He was 
already qualified for the £100,000 Veterans’ Chase Final so last season we started him off 
over hurdles at the age of 10! That was mainly to leave his handicap mark over fences intact, 
and he won two novice hurdles and arrived at Sandown for the Veterans’ Final on 132 
which was only 3lb higher than he started the season. The plan worked to perfection and 
Jepeck followed the script winning the £100,000 final in a fantastic three way fight to the 
line. That was his first run back over fences and he followed up with two more solid placed 
efforts, including another veterans’ qualifier,  so he is again qualified for the final in January 
and that will be his main target this season.

KHALINA STAR (GB) 
2017 b.f. by Kayf Tara ex Alina Rheinberg (Waky Nao) 

Geegeez.co.uk PA 

A purchase from the Doncaster store sales, she’s a good moving, athletic filly who has been 
broken in, and will be prepared for bumpers in the spring. She’s full sister to the Grade 2 
winner Constantine Bay (reached peak rating of 143 to date) and the two time chase 
winner Pandy Wells. So another exciting young filly to look forward to this season.
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KILCONNY BRIDGE (IRE)  
2014 b.m. by Stowaway ex Wattle Bridge (King’s Theatre) 

Potwell Racing Syndicate 1 

FORM 112111- OR 126H  

She has had a fantastic start to her career with us, winning four out of her five races for 
our new Potwell Racing Syndicate. Her four wins were in a bumper and three hurdle races. 
She’s now rated 126 and I suspect we will be aiming at some decent mares Handicap 
hurdles to start with. She also has the option of going novice chasing this season too, having 
won an Irish point to point prior to us buying her.

LE COEUR NET (FR) 
2012 ch.g. by Network ex Silverwood (Garde Royale) 

Wessex Racing Club 

FORM 3221UP- OR 115C 107H 

He has given a lot of fun to his owners Wessex Racing Club, and could have won any of his 
first three races last season including a solid handicap at Newbury but got it right on his 
fourth start in a £16,000 handicap chase at our local Wincanton track on Boxing Day. He’s 
still progressing and ended last season on a career high mark, so I’m very much looking 
forward to seeing if he can progress further this season. 

Kilconny Bridge wins easily at Exeter in February for Rex
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MARALYSEES (GB) 
2013 b.m. by Champs Elysees ex Marathea (Marathon) 

The Wildmoor Racing Partnership 

Her dam won twice on the flat, and twice over hurdles, and she's sister to two winners. 
She's a big mare and has met with a few setbacks so she's not run to date. Hopefully she'll 
get a clear run of things this time round, and she'll kick off in a mares’ maiden hurdle in 
the autumn.

MARCO ISLAND (IRE) 
2017 b.g. by Mahler ex Florida Belle (Florida Son) 

Buckingham, Chapman, Langford & Ritzema 

A purchase from the Doncaster store sales, he’s a good moving horse with size and scope. 
His dam was a bumper winner for Willie Mullins, is sister to a black type performer and 
from the family of the very decent Life Of A Lord who won the Galway Plate, Whitbread 
Gold Cup and Kerry National. He’s been broken in and will be prepared for bumpers in 
the spring.

LILITH (IRE) 
2015 b.m. by Stowaway ex Flirthing Around (Flemensfirth) 

Decimus Racing VI 

FORM 2F1-  

Full sister to the Gordon Elliot-trained Monkshood, who to date has won three races and 
reached a peak rating of 136. Lilith herself has improved with each run and won by 15 
lengths on her third and final start in a point to point. She shapes like a mare that will stay 
well, cope with soft winter ground and make a lovely chaser in time. We will start her off 
in a bumper this autumn. She’s a mare with size, scope and good movement so looks to 
have a very bright future.

LILY THE PINK (GB) 
2014 b.m. by Malinas ex Carrigeen Queen  (Darnay) 

Wessex Racing Club 

FORM 45512- OR 107H 

She's improving all the time having got off the mark over hurdles last season at Exeter and 
went on to run very well next time out when 2nd in a competitive handicap at Wincanton. 
She’s currently rated 107 and ought to be winning off that mark, especially in mares’ only 
events, with chasing also an option at some point this season. We have two of her sisters 
in the yard, Precious and Midnight Callisto and they are all out of a sister to multiple  
Grade 1 winner Minella Indo.
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It is my continued pleasure, through geegeez.co.uk, to sponsor the 
brilliant yard here at Anthony Honeyball Racing. Anthony, Rachael, and 
the whole team’s dedication to be the best, to punch well above their 
weight, and to provide owners with fun and value in equal measure, is 
a privilege to witness at such close proximity.

by Matt Bisogno | geegeez.co.uk

Bouncebackability oozes out  
of Potwell Farm

Last season was of huge import, coming as 
it did on the back of a badly interrupted 
campaign in 2018/19 where first a virus and 
then the equine flu implications constrained 
both opportunities and winners. But 
bouncebackability oozes out of Potwell Farm 
Stables, as that outlying low was put firmly 
in its place last term with a new seasonal 
best tally, even in what was another 
truncated season, this time as the grip of 
Covid19 fixed itself around racing's 
collective throat. 

Thirtysix winners were two more than the 
previous best and now, looking forward to 
2020/21, with Covid's grip loosening, and 
promising first – and secondseason horses 
aplenty alongside yard stalwarts, another 
new top seems well within reach. 

geegeez.co.uk has enjoyed a similar 
reputational rise within the sphere of racing 
form tools, and through its growing army of 
players who want to find their own answers. 
Our support of jockeys under both codes as 
well as Anthony's superb team helps to 
promote the brand on racecourses across the 

land on a daily basis. This season, we will also 
be sponsoring Rex Dingle and Ben Godfrey, 
both of Team Potwell's conditional riders; 
and, with more opportunities from a larger 
string and probably 'one meeting' daily riding 
restrictions, both of these talented young 
pilots will doubtless be given their chances 
to shine. 

On a personal note, it is a thrill for 
someone like me – a passionate racing fan 
who believes in things being done the right 
way, who refuses to accept second best, and 
who always strives to improve  to be 
associated with a team whose ethos is a 
mirror image. 

Finally, please allow me to once again 
thank you – Anthony and Rachael's loyal and 
lovely owners – for permitting geegeez.co.uk 
to share your stage in a very small way. It is 
hugely appreciated.  

May I wish you and your loved ones health 
first, and lots of luck on the track a close 
second!
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MIDNIGHT TUNE (GB) 
2011 b.m. by Midnight Legend ex Harmonic Motion (Bob Back) 

The Park Homes Syndicate 

FORM 211P1P- OR 135C 134H  

She's been a cracking mare for the yard and her owners, seven wins and 10 places from 22 
runs. She’s a Grade 2 winner over hurdles and has accumulated £76,000 in prize money. 
We always thought she would take well to fences and so it was great to see her win three 
chases last season. We very much look forward to her running in some decent mares chases 
this season and also back in a big Handicap on soft/heavy ground. This may be her last 
season before going off to stud.

MILAN IN MAY (IRE) 
2015 gr.g. by Milan ex Nina Fontenail (Kaldounevees) 

Richard & Shirl Smith 

His dam won twice on the flat and he’s half brother to the eight-time winner Poetic Verse. 
He’s frustrated us so far in that we’ve failed to get him on the track as of yet. A lovely good 
looking type who we will build up very gradually through the autumn before hopefully 
running in a bumper sometime around December onwards. I’m hopeful he’s just been 
weak to date and will have strengthened up again for another good summer.

MARILYN MONROE (IRE) 
2013 b.m. by Scorpion ex Go On Eileen (Bob Back) 

Some Like It Hot 

FORM 1P809- OR 82H  

Sister to Regal Encore and a decent mare The Organist. She won an Irish point to point 
prior to us buying her. Since then she’s won and been placed in bumpers for us. Last season 
her novice hurdling stint was a write off as we found she hated soft/heavy ground and 
consequently finished back of the field. She can now run off a very low handicap mark this 
season, hopefully on more suitable ground, so we are expecting a much improved effort. 

MIDNIGHT CALLISTO (GB) 
2015 br.m. by Midnight Legend ex Carrigeen Queen (Darnay) 

Ms Gill Langford 

FORM 193-  

Winner of a bumper last season and also 3rd in a Listed bumper at Market Rasen. Her dam 
is half sister to the multiple Grade 1 winner Minella Indo. She's a lovely looking mare by 
Midnight Legend, who we have always thought a lot of. The plan will be mares novices 
hurdles this season and she’s already been extensively schooled so should have no trouble 
making her mark over hurdles.
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MONT SEGUR (FR) 
2015 ch.g. by French Fifteen ex Vie De Reinnes (Mansonnien) 

Men Of Stone 

FORM 31-                                                                                                                                              
He’s brother to five winners, four of which are black type performers and two of those 
were rated 150 plus. Added to that his dam won four of her 11 starts including a Grade 3 
chase at Auteuil; in fact 10 of her 11 starts were at that premier venue and only one 
unplaced effort to her name in a Grade 1. Mont Segur lived up to his pedigree when 
finishing 3rd in a competitive bumper on debut at Wincanton. He didn’t take long to get 
off the mark after that, when at Ludlow winning a 1m 6f bumper impressively with a decent 
prospect back in 2nd. The lockdown meant we missed our £50,000 sales bumper in March; 
it's possible we could aim for another valuable bumper in November at Cheltenham. He’s 
schooled well over hurdles indoors so going that route now instead won’t be a problem.

MOONDANCER (GB) 
2016 b.g by Sea The Moon ex Jalousie (Barathea) 

Mr R W Huggins 

His dam was very decent – a Listed winner and Group 3-placed mare, rated 100 on the 
flat. He's also half brother to six winners including two horses rated 107 on the flat, and 
two others have reached ratings of 86 and 96. Adding to that his sire is doing extremely 
well, so a very decent pedigree!  He will be aimed at bumpers in the autumn.

NOCTURNAL MYTH (GB) 
2013 b.g. by Midnight Legend ex Gan On (Missed Flight) 

The Night Shifters 

FORM 5- OR 96H  

His dam won four races and got to a peak rating of 134. He’s gone well at home but has 
yet to deliver on the track. Although he's certainly not disgraced himself in any of his six 
races to date, finishing mid division on each occasion and showing more than enough 
talent to conclude he should be winning in handicap company this season. His mark is in 
the 90’s so that’s a great starting point for him and as he’s such a lovely big type it might 
be we kick on over fences sooner rather than later.

OSCAR MARTINI (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Oscar ex Stickwithmenancy (Presenting) 

M R Chapman, E Jones and H Kingston 

Both his full brothers are winners and he’s out of a Presenting mare, who is herself half 
sister to the top class Oscar Whiskey. He was pleasing us at home in the spring and I very 
much look forward to him running in a bumper this Autumn.



PURE VISION (IRE) 
2011 b.g. by Milan ex Distillery Lane (Exit To Nowhere) 

Mr John P McManus 

FORM 0/ OR 132C 143H  

Placed in all three of his bumpers, including a £50,000 sales race at Newbury, he has gone 
on to score twice over hurdles and once over fences, achieving a peak rating of 134. As 
well as his win over fences, he was a good second at Cheltenham in a competitive handicap 
in April 2018, but has since had a few issues. He’s now spot on, mature and ready to fulfil 
his potential over fences. I hope he will become a very decent handicap chaser this season.

REGAL ENCORE (IRE) 
2008 b.g. by King’s Theatre ex Go On Eileen (Bob Back) 

Mr John P McManus 

FORM 2082P13- OR 145C 143H  

Now 12yrs old and he's been a star for the yard. He’s won eight races now including two 
£100,000 handicaps and a £75,000 handicap – total career earnings to date of £311,000. 
He’s also been placed at all the spring festivals and 3rd in the £250,000 Ladbroke Chase 
plus a gallant 7th and 8th in the Grand National. His big handicap chase win and 2nd at 
Ascot last season goes to prove he’s no back number and I suspect we will be visiting Ascot 
again this season on the way to another crack at the Aintree Grand National.

PRECIOUS (GB) 
2016 b.f. by Midnight Legend ex Carrigeen Queen (Darnay) 

Mr Phillip Cartwright 

Looked like she’d be making her debut in a bumper last season until lockdown got in  
the way, her work had been improving all the time and she pleased us in a racecourse 
gallop. Both of her siblings have won bumpers and she’s out of a sister to multiple  
Grade 1 winner Minella Indo, so we are very much looking forward to running her in a 
bumper this time round.

REPRESENTED (IRE) 
2013 b.g. by Presenting ex Lunar Path (Night Shift) 

One Small Step 

FORM 3- OR 107H  

He won a bumper on debut and was subsequently placed a further twice in that sphere. 
He’s also been placed twice in maiden hurdles, since when he’s been sidelined with a tendon 
strain. He has undoubted ability and should get off the mark over hurdles this season, 
especially considering his handicap mark of 107. 
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Regal Encore with winning connections at Ascot

ROCKET ROBBO (GB) 
2017 b.g. by Multiplex ex Sphere (Daylami) 

Mr S Smithurst 

His dam was a two time winner and he’s half brother to Malinas Jack, who was 2nd in a 
Listed bumper at Cheltenham. After winning his maiden hurdle at Leopardstown, he 
looked to have a very bright future, but met with a fatal injury next time out. This lad is a 
lovely athletic horse and can hopefully be a force in bumpers at the turn of the year.
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SAM BROWN (GB) 
2012 b.g. by Black Sam Bellamy ex Cream Cracker (Sir Harry Lewis) 

Mr T C Frost 

FORM 11P- OR 152C  

He was back with a bang last season winning very easily on chase debut after a 750-day 
absence and then went on to win a Grade 2 novice chase just 11 days later. His record is 
now five wins from seven runs and he has reached a rating of 152, so he will have to be 
thrown in the deep end this season, either in big handicaps or Graded chases, hopefully 
some exciting targets ahead.

SHAPIRO (GB) 
2013 b.m. by Schiaparelli ex Lady Turk  (Baby Turk) 

Buckingham, Chapman and Cobbett 

FORM 7PP- OR 106H  

Her dam won five races and she’s sister to three winners. Her profile up to last season was 
progressive having been placed in bumpers and a winner of her debut over hurdles. Last 
season the wheels completely fell off and she never even threatened to run well. I’m hopeful 
she’ll turn that around this season and bounce back to some kind of form and she resumes 
this term 14lbs lower than she started her last campaign.

Sam Brown and Aidan leap to a decisive victory at Haydock in the Grade 2 Altcar Novices’ Chase
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SOJOURN (IRE) 
2013 b.g. by Getaway ex Toscar (Oscar) 

Jon and Jacqueline Hughes 

FORM 12- OR 129C 117H  

Six runs to date, two wins and placed four times – including a bumper win at Aintree and 
last season a debut win over fences. He’s always been every inch a chaser and it was so 
pleasing to see how well he took to fences. He also proved he can cope with deep Winter 
ground and stays well, so we hope he’s going to be competing in some valuable staying 
handicap chases through this season. With his current mark of 129, he can start off 
relatively low key before tackling the big handicaps.

Sojourn ploughs through the mud at Market Rasen to win under Rex
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UCANAVER (GB) 
2016 b.f. by Maxios ex Purely By Chance (Galileo) 

Ifuwonner Partnership 

Her dam was a four-time winner, two wins on the flat (peak rating 62) and two wins over 
hurdles (peak rating 112). Ucanaver also has a winning brother called Golden Spread, 
trained by Willie Mullins, winner of two bumpers and a maiden hurdle to date; he looks a 
good prospect. This filly was an eye catching 2nd to our decent horse Coquelicot at 
Huntingdon on racecourse debut – I thought we ought to buy her if she came up for sale. 
Then to back that opinion up the 3rd horse from her race won a bumper next time out. 
She looks a sure fire winner of a mares bumper this season.

TEMPLAR (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Jeremy ex Gaye Steel (Craigsteel) 

Ms Gill Langford 

His full sister has been placed in bumpers and over hurdles and his half brother has now 
won twice and reached a peak rating of 121. Templar has not had much luck to date, 
picking up injuries in both of the last two seasons just as we were getting close to a 
racecourse debut. Everything crossed he gets a clear run this season and we can find out 
what he can do on the track.

SULLY D’OC AA (FR) 
2014 b.g. by Konig Turf ex Samarra D’Oc (Moon Madness) 

Mr John P McManus 

FORM 6256- OR 125C 127H  

Four-time winner in France, some solid efforts over fences round decent tracks last season 
and remains a novice for the season ahead. I would like to think he can get off the mark 
over fences this season and hopefully be very competitive in some valuable handicaps.

SWINCOMBE FLEAT (GB) 
2016 b.f. by Yeats ex Swincombe Flame (Exit To Nowhere) 

Yeo Racing Partnership 

Her dam won a Listed bumper, the prestigious Lanzerote at Kempton, was placed in a 
Grade 1 and in two Grade 2s including the mares hurdle at the Cheltenham Festival, when 
beaten 3 lengths by Quevega. Swincombe Fleat is also full sister to Master Debonair who 
has won a Listed bumper at Cheltenham and a Grade 2 novices’ hurdle at Ascot, so 
understatement of the year coming up… “she has plenty going for her on paper”! We 
trained her for a short spell in the Spring and she certainly has a good big stride with plenty 
of scope, so I’m hopeful she can be a force in bumpers before moving on to hurdling.
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WAGNER (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Mahler ex Astalanda (Sendawar) 

Potwell Racing Syndicate 1 

FORM 131- OR 124H  

A UK point to point winner before we bought him after which he made a solid start for 
us, finishing 3rd in a maiden hurdle before bolting up in a similar event next time out. 
What was most impressive about his win was his bold and accurate jumping, so we very 
much look forward to switching him to fences, sooner rather than later!

WINDANCE (IRE) 
2015 b.g. by Shirocco ex Maca Rince (Rainwatch) 

Decimus Racing III 

FORM 4-  

He made a solid start to his career when 4th of 12 in a National Hunt flat race at Wincanton 
in March. He’s always jumped well and again showed a real aptitude when he schooled on 
grass shortly after his bumper. The plan will be one more run in a bumper to see if he can 
build on the debut and then more likely than not head over hurdles. His dam won a Grade 
3 juvenile hurdle so plenty of hope on pedigree.

Wagner wins at Fontwell for Rex
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UNNAMED (IRE) 
2017 b.f. by Soldier Of Fortune ex Quiet Thought (Bob Back) 

Jon and Jacqueline Hughes 

She was a purchase from the Goffs Land Rover store sales in August, and she's a lovely 
athletic type by the progressive sire Soldier Of Fortune (as is our decent mare Coquelicot). 
She's out of a winng Bob Back mare. Her brother Loughan is well thought of, having already 
been placed in two maiden hurdles and looks certain to be at least a 125 plus horse. She 
will be prepared for bumpers in the spring.

WORLD OF DREAMS (IRE) 
2016 b.g. by Kayf Tara ex Rose Of The World (Vinnie Roe) 

Atlantic Racing and R W Huggins 

He was coming along well and nearly ready for a bumper just around the time racing was 
halted mid March. Having another Summer out at grass will have done him no harm and 
he should be an exciting prospect for bumpers this autumn. He’s got a great pedigree, his 
dam is a winner and sister to five individual winners including three with peak ratings of 
150 or more.

WINDSWEPT GIRL (IRE) 
2015 ch.m. by Getaway ex Chicago Vic (Old Vic) 

Geegeez.co.uk PA 

FORM 1-  

She’s out of a decent black type mare, who won six of her 46 races and was placed on six 
occasions in black type races including at the Punchestown Festival. We didn’t expect too 
much from her on racecourse debut so it was a very nice surprise when she won by 13 
lengths! She has schooled very well over hurdles since that win, so hopefully exciting times 
ahead with her whether it be a Listed mares’ bumper or mares’ maiden hurdle.

YOU CAUGHT MY EYE (IRE) 
2014 b.m. by Court Cave ex Didn’t You Know (Trempolino) 

Mr Martin Rowe 

FORM 1-  

She was an impressive winner of her bumper on debut in July 2019, powering away in the 
closing stages. The race hasn't worked out that well since, but you still had to be impressed 
with the way she did it. For one reason or another she hasn't run since, but having done 
lots of schooling in the Spring she's ready to go hurdling this autumn or even consider a 
Listed mares’ bumper.
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